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ENGLISH
SINBO SS 4032 SHAVER
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
CAUTION
Intended use
This shaver is designed for cutting body hair. It is intended for private use and not suitable
for commercial use.
Danger to children
Do not use the shaver near children, keep the trimmer out of the ch›ldren.
SPECIFICATION
Triple heads with dual cutter
3D tangent shaving system
8 hours Charge
Built in battery
Charging indicator
AC230V, 50Hz, 2W
Names of parts
1. Protection cover
2. Blade foil
3. Buton of blade foil
4. Shaver body
5. Power switch
6. Charging indicator
7. Recharge socket
IMPORTANT PRESENTATION
* Please check accessories of product and package for better use, when purchasing and
using this product.
* Don’t wash by water, in order to make sure the dryness of shaver and plug.
* Please don’t press it or knock on by sharp and hard matters, as the cover of sword
meshwork is finely processed and has extremely thin structure. Otherwise it will destroy
the meshwork cover, and even hurt the skin.
Special Warning
* If you want to discard the battery, please open the back cover, unload and take the
battery to an indicated batter collection center in your country for safely discarding.
* The shaver shall be disconnected from power supply when taking out the batteries.
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CHARGING
* When charging, the switch of shaver should be turned off.
* Suitable charging voltage: Single-phase AC of 230V, 50Hz, namely common housing
electro voltage.
* At first put the plug into the shaver’s insetting hole, and put it into the AC outlet, the
lamp will be it.
* The natural charging time is about 8 hours.
* After charging, the running shaving time is about 30 minutes.
SHAVING
* Make sure the power of iner battery of the shaver. The shaving efforts will be better
while the skin is dry.
* Put the shaver sword meshwork clinging to the skin and move fast. You can carry out
circle movement or ruleless movement.
* Turn off the shaver after shaving, and cover the transparent protector, in order to avoid
unexpected hurt.
* Please note that your skin may need shaving for several times and then can completely
conform to the shaving form of this product.
CLEANING
* Clean the shaving accessories once a week.
* Use the attached brush to clean the top of shaving accessories, can be washed.
* Press the head brainpan and take off the shaving accessories.
* Use the brush to clean the shaving accessories and beard storing room.
MAINTAIN
* Please note that shaver with power don’t exceed 24 hours, in order to extend the using
life of charger.
* Store and use shaver in the environment of 5-35 ºC.
* Please put the shaver into the packing case while not using, to avoid unexpected hurt.
* Clean the meshwork cover by degrease liquid (such as alcohol), and drop a glob of
sewing oil to lubricate the cover after the cleaning.
* Please Exchange the sword head with shaver special head, when the head becomes
old or damaged, in order to insure the shaving effects.
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